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Reverse Pygmalionism
Art and Samuel Rogers’s Italy

•

Maureen McCue

Pictures are for use, for solace, for ornament, for parade;—as invested wealth, as an appendage of rank. Some people love pictures
as they love friends; some, as they love music; some, as they love
money. There are those who collect them for instruction, as a student collects grammars, dictionaries, and commentaries;—these
are artists; such were the collections of Rubens, of Sir Peter Lely,
of the President West, of Lawrence, of Sir Joshua Reynolds. There
are those who collect pictures around them as a king assembles his
court—as significant of state, as subservient to ornament or pride;
such were Buckingham and Talleyrand. There are those who collect
pictures as a man speculates in the funds;—picture-fanciers, like
bird-fanciers, or flower-fanciers—amateur picture-dealers, who buy,
sell, exchange, bargain; with whom a glorious Cuyp represents 800l.
sterling, and a celebrated Claude is 3000l. securely invested—safe
as in a bank; and his is not the right spirit, surely. Lastly, there are
those who collect pictures for love, for companionship, for communion; to whom each picture, well-chosen at first, unfolds new
beauties—becomes dearer every day; such a one was Sir George
Beaumont—such a one is Mr. Rogers.1
Anna Jameson’s 1844 guide, Private Galleries of Art in London, ranks Samuel
Rogers—poet, banker and connoisseur—with celebrated artists and first-rate
collectors. She contrasts his personal taste and emotional investment in his
private collection against the cold ‘getting and spending’ of auction houses
and speculators.2 His pure taste and emotionally informed choice of paintings
represent a morally attractive relationship with art, a possibility implicitly open
to Jameson’s middle-class readers. Using Rogers as a template, Jameson guides
her readers to develop their taste for, understanding of and language for art.
As a highly visible member of London society and a renowned connoisseur,
this best-selling poet modelled the ideal of a personal life constructed along
aesthetic lines to a fashionable middle-class audience.
Yet Rogers was no ordinary connoisseur. As Jameson’s guide illustrates,
Rogers earned a reputation not only for the vastness and diversity of his collection, but also for his distinct taste, which included overlooked artists such as
108
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Giotto, Parmigianino and Cimabue. Although several critics have noted this
important fact, very little extensive work has been done on Rogers in recent
years, despite a growing interest in Romantic visual culture.3 But besides having an impressive collection of medieval and Renaissance Italian art, Rogers’s
literary work Italy (1822–28, 1830) is a key text in understanding the symbiotic
relationship between literature and the visual arts during the nineteenth century. Rogers and his illustrated Italy provide invaluable information about the
nature of British visual–verbal culture during the period, as evidenced in the
author’s long revision process, careful construction of his authorial persona
and a progressive use of medieval and Renaissance Italian culture—all geared
to meet the needs of a highly fashionable audience.
Rogers had long been in the public eye, but his antiquarian knowledge
became increasingly important in this highly visual age. Like William Roscoe,
Rogers exemplified a new type of aesthete, the nouveau riche poet. Born in
1763, Rogers came from a self-made, dissenting family. His father was a glass
manufacturer turned banker; his mother was related to the connoisseur Richard
Payne Knight. In 1792, Rogers’s literary fame was launched by his Augustan
poem Pleasures of Memory. The following year, he inherited a banking fortune
worth £5000 per annum, allowing him to become a full-time man of letters
and even affording him the luxury of publishing his own poetry.4 Rogers soon
became as famous for his sumptuous breakfasts, sarcastic wit and generous
nature, as he was for his poetry, all of which maintained his standing in the
public eye, even as taste for his works waned. As Jameson’s guide showed her
readers, Rogers’s house at 22 St James’s Place was a purpose-built sanctuary for
art.5 He was the National Gallery’s first non-titled board member and at his
death bequeathed paintings by Titian, Guido and Domenichino to the young
gallery. However, while Rogers was a much sought-after guest at the soirées
of the Holland House set, he was also a favourite subject for parody, not least
because of his cadaverous appearance. Literary versions and invocations of
Rogers appeared throughout the nineteenth century and, even in the private
correspondence of mutual friends, ‘zombie Rogers’ was an easily circulated
social currency.6 With this high profile, bourgeois background, famous art collection and the popularity of his illustrated, miscellaneous work Italy, Rogers
was both instrumental in and representative of the developments in Britain’s
visual literary culture during the nineteenth century.
The turn of the nineteenth century was a pivotal and complex moment in
the discourse of fine arts in Britain, which is epitomised by the treatment of
Italy and its art in a variety of forms and media. Germaine de Staël’s Corinne,
ou l’Italie (1807) and Canto iv of Byron’s Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage (1818) were
the most influential Italianate literary texts in the period preceding and following the June 1815 battle of Waterloo. However, Rogers’s Italy marks several key
changes in the literary and cultural marketplace of Britain, most notably the
economic power of a female readership. Furthermore, Rogers had a different
relationship with his audience than Byron or De Staël. Maura O’Connor argues
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that while Byron and De Staël ‘spoke directly to the English middle-classes but
were not of them’, Rogers, because of his banking and dissenting background,
was ‘more representative of those middle-class travellers who also managed to
maintain attachments and connections to prominent members of elite society’.
Furthermore, she argues,
[u]nlike the literary writings of Byron and Staël, Rogers’s travel
writings, both his long narrative poem Italy and his travel journal,
resembled the kind of travel accounts that many more ordinary
middle-class travellers felt inspired to compose while on tour or
after they returned home.7
While O’Connor is correct in her assertion that Italy and Rogers’s journal are
more in keeping with what the average traveller might produce for him- or
herself, she overlooks the years’ worth of work Rogers put into making Italy
appealing to a range of readers. Although she describes Italy as a ‘long narrative poem’, it was much more than this: growing out of his journal from his
first trip to the peninsula in October 1814, Italy retains many elements of a
commonplace book. It is at once a travelogue and a historical guide to Italy;
it positions scholarly information on little-known art works next to gothic
vignettes of young female captives; and its picturesque descriptions are complemented by lavish illustrations by Stothard and Turner. This work, which blends
poetry and prose, was developed, published and republished over the course
of more than a decade. Italy’s long publishing history, its eventual success and
the reasons behind this success, provide valuable information about the desires
of the period’s middle-class readership who were keen on raising their social
standing, and the sorts of decisions authors and publishers had to make in
order to render illustrated works commercially viable. Image, text and Rogers’s
self-presentation are carefully crafted to meet the demands of this fashionable,
middle-class audience.
A major factor which shaped Italy was the timing of Rogers’s trips to the
peninsula: first in October 1814 and again in the autumn of 1821. With Napoleon’s escape from Elba, Rogers’s first trip was cut unexpectedly short and
he left just six weeks before the battle of Waterloo. His return in 1821 was of a
more leisurely nature, but somewhat disappointing because of the crowds and
cold weather. He kept a commonplace book during his first trip, which records
in detail his epicurean adventures, his art purchases and his encounters with
other, socially elite travellers.8 The anonymous (and little noticed) Part the First
of Italy was at the publisher’s when Rogers embarked on his second journey.
Surprisingly, considering the market for all things Italian, the work did not sell
well initially. The first part was printed anonymously in 1822, 1823 and 1824; the
second was added in 1828. Still struggling to reach an audience, Rogers bought
back and destroyed all of the unsold copies of the earlier editions and, in 1830,
published another edition of Italy at his own expense. This time however, it
included steel-engraved vignettes designed by J. M. W. Turner (c. 1775–1851)
and Thomas Stothard (1755–1834). This edition was a success and continued to
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be printed throughout the nineteenth century, in Britain, Europe and North
America. Towards the latter half of the century, selections were often reprinted
in anthologies, or, especially in the United States, used as the basis for dramatic
works or new poetry.9 J. R. Hale has documented that the 1830 edition sold
‘four thousand copies [...] before the end of the year. Another three thousand
went in the next eighteen months.’10 Rogers collaborated heavily with Turner
and Stothard in the production of these engravings, ultimately influencing
Ruskin (who received an illustrated edition for his thirteenth birthday) and
the Pre-Raphaelite movement.11
Rogers oversaw all aspects of the design and publication of both his text
and the illustrations. Italy grew from the slim and unattractive 1822 volume to
a myriad of fully illustrated volumes, in a variety of sizes, from 1830 to the end
of the century. For example, the 1822 edition contained eighteen sections plus
endnotes, but had fifty sections with additional endnotes by 1830; two further
sections were added in 1834. The engravings expanded, from inset illustrations of the text, to full plates interleaved between the text’s pages. Hale, with
the help of various manuscripts and proofs held in the Huntington Library,
demonstrates how Rogers’s ‘vigilant eye’ oversaw all stages of the production
of the illustrations, from design to engraving. Rogers edited the proof sheets
again and again, as minutely as he did when he worked on his own writing.
Although this fastidiousness is well known, Adele Holcomb suggests another
important impetus for the ‘incessant reworking of Italy over more than a decade’. She argues that
the character and conventions of travel literature were changing
substantially and rapidly. In 1814–15, when Rogers kept the journal
on which his poem was based, the antiquarian framework of a
Eustace was unchallenged. By the 1820s it was no longer possible
to command an audience by organizing the Italian tour principally
in terms of classical associations (though these would still hold
interest); in important ways the subject had been redefined. Rather
than functioning as negative foil to antique paradigms, medieval,
Renaissance and modern periods of Italian civilization claimed
attention in their own right and on a wider scale. So, too, was
notice directed to the art and architecture of post-classical Italy,
a requirement that taxed the prevailing poverty of resources for
analyzing works of art. Finally, there was the demand for colorful
and evocative scenic description, better still when accompanied
by engravings. The mounting ascendancy of the illustrated travel
book in the decade since Rogers’ first tour, joined by the popularity of landscape engravings in other forms exerted pressure on the
verbal description of scenery.12
Rogers answers the need of post-Grand Tour travellers, yet he is also reaching
an audience with a voracious appetite for illustrations. His readers could be
either fireside travellers or active participants in the growing tourist industry.
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Some might intensely read Italy for its breadth of factual knowledge; others,
attracted to the gothic vignettes, might dip into it more casually, as we do
today with coffee-table books or magazines. Renaissance and medieval Italy,
especially Tuscany, was increasingly appealing to readers. As a well-respected
connoisseur, Rogers’s own knowledge of this subject was a major selling point
for Italy. Yet, he packaged this knowledge within the framework of popular
taste by drawing on the two major developments of contemporary publishing:
illustrations and annuals. Furthermore, he used the growing interest in the fine
arts of the Renaissance period to extend the image of himself as an authority of
art. It was this combination of factors which helped Rogers not only to reach a
large audience, but also to shape the taste of the nineteenth century.
Making Italy popular was costly, but its illustrations gave it a high social
currency. Hale puts the cost of publishing the illustrated editions of Italy and
Rogers’s collected Poems at £15,000 between them, but, as Lady Blessington
punned, Italy ‘would have been dished if it had not been for the plates’.13 Though
several critics, including Hale and Holcomb, point out that Blessington’s pun
overstates the case, they do acknowledge that the illustrations were essential
to the work’s success.14 As Hale demonstrates, Rogers exploited both the new
technology of steel engraving, which was able to mass-produce high quality
prints, and the fashionable practice of displaying elegant verse collections in
one’s drawing room. More than simply decorative, this new visual technology
gave a depth and an atmospheric quality to the text through minute details.
The page was now a ‘peephole’, according to Hale, ‘through which the reader
could glimpse the sun rising mistily among the Alps, or a gondola moving over
the lagoon toward the Doge’s Palace’.15 Like the popular camera obscura and
raree-shows in London, Turner’s illustrations of landscape and architecture condensed Rogers’s loco-descriptive passages into intensified snapshot celebrations,
while Stothard’s vignettes of paintings and local characters instantly gratified
the quest for Old Master works and Italian spectacles.
The visual and textual developments Italy went through were shaped by two
deeply entwined elements: the market for engravings and the popularity of
annuals and other gift-books. Recent scholarship has tried to place Romantic
writers’ literary output within a wider context of print culture and advancements in print technology. In Wordsworth and the Word-Preserving Arts (2007),
Peter Simonsen argues that
Romantic poets were the first to fully experience and exploit the
fact that literature had assumed the fixed condition often associated with print. With the coming of Romanticism, England had
emerged as a full-fledged print society and print had lost what
remained of its ‘stigma’, the aristocratic and gentlemanly ideas of
earlier ages about print as a less prestigious medium for poetry […].
The Romantics came to accept print as a proper medium for poets
aiming to achieve secular immortality and posterior recognition.16
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Thanks in part to the growing visual culture in Britain, the topography of books
was rapidly changing. ‘Viewing’ and ‘reading’, art and literature, began to merge
in a variety of activities and formats, including the practices of picturesque
landscape drawing and tours, the desire to read Old Master portraits with
the help of critics, the popularity of portraits of contemporary writers and the
formation of galleries depicting scenes from canonical writers such Milton and
Shakespeare.17 Especially important was the development of more sophisticated
methods of engraving, which could now produce high-quality reproductions en
masse. As engraving technology improved, the art and practice of engraving became increasingly recognised and celebrated, while its commercial implications
dramatically shaped publishing practices in post-Waterloo Britain, particularly
in the development of illustrated texts, such as keepsakes, annuals and albums.
In the mid-eighteenth century, the fledgling Royal Academy broke away
from the Society of Artists and decided to omit engravers from its ranks in a
bid to raise the arts above the mechanical. Yet, as Gillian D’Arcy Wood has
shown, prints, like portraits, were one of the most profitable art forms and many
academicians were financially dependent on the sale of engraved prints made
from their paintings.18 The establishment’s ideological values were at odds with
the powerful commercial forces that dictated the nature of the contemporary art
world. Furthermore, the technological advancements in printmaking and the
popularity of prints at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth
centuries, gave contemporary British art a prominent standing in the international arena, a reputation which, ironically, the Royal Academy had failed to
achieve. For continental connoisseurs, Wood argues, ‘the print was the British
School’.19 Previously, British collectors had relied on Paris and Amsterdam for
engravings of the Old Masters. By the end of the eighteenth century, thanks
in part to William Hogarth’s Harlot’s Progress series (1732), British engravings
were making headway on the international stage and transforming the nature
of art discourse at home.20 As physical commodities, prints spoke silently for
their owner’s taste and character. Particularly appealing to the rising middle
class, prints signified their owner’s cultural capital both in private and public
arenas. Despite being a high risk financially, the wide-ranging potential of
prints shaped visual exhibitions and literary publishing practices in profound
ways. Ventures such as Thomas Macklin’s Poets’ Gallery and John Boydell’s
Milton Gallery provide good examples of these crossovers. Macklin’s popular
gallery was a portrait collection of the nation’s most celebrated poets.21 Boydell’s galleries, on the other hand, displayed contemporary paintings depicting
scenes and characters from Britain’s canonical literature. Boydell’s enterprise
was multifaceted: the gallery displayed the original paintings; engraved prints
of the paintings could be bought individually, either by subscription or on
demand; and illustrated editions of the literary works were issued at the same
time. As Richard Altick has documented, from 1790 to 1800,
the popularity of engravings made from paintings as well as the
growing demand for illustrated books resulted in a new genre in
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publishing, books composed of a large series of specially commissioned pictures and advertised by a long-term exhibition of those
paintings. It was then that the potentialities of the exhibition as
the chief way of promoting the sale of engravings were first realized
by the projectors of various ‘galleries’.22
The physical social space of the gallery was re-enacted in drawing rooms by
sharing and displaying individual or collections of prints, while illustrated editions of Shakespeare and Milton became highly sought-after markers of their
owners’ cultural and social standing.
The interdependence between text and engravings grew as the nature of the
literary market changed. In The Economy of Literary Form (1996), Lee Erickson
traces the shift in demand away from poetry, which had been the dominant
genre in the period between the French Revolution in the 1780s and the 1815
battle of Waterloo, to the rise of fiction after 1820. In the interim, there was a
growth in periodicals, essay writing and literary biography. These genres, argues
Erickson, provided a forum to discuss art, culture and politics, mimicking
wider spheres of circulation, such as the drawing room, coffee house, gallery,
library, debating chambers and ultimately the nation.23 Both home-grown and
foreign visual arts became increasingly integral to this space, and in 1816 the
first periodical devoted to the fine arts was published. The Annals of the Fine
Arts reflected, according to Ian Jack, the ‘extraordinary ferment of excitement
about painting and sculpture in England at this time’.24 Print culture brought
the visual and the plastic to a wide audience throughout Britain and through
this the lexicon of art discourse was disseminated to non-artists. It is perhaps
no surprise then that a book like Rogers’s Italy, with its combination of poetry,
prose and illustrations, should do well in such a climate. However, the development of a new type of book was also important in Rogers’s remarketing of his
book. The ‘eclectic character of the magazines and the weekly literary papers’,
Erickson argues, ‘inspired the lighter and more fashionable potpourri of album
verse, essays, travelogues, and short stories in the richly bound and lavishly illustrated literary Annuals and gift books’.25 The Austrian immigrant Rudolph
Ackermann was a highly innovative entrepreneur of the visual arts market.
Perhaps best remembered as the creator of his print shop and his periodical the
Repository of Arts, Literature, Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions and Politics (in
print 1809–28), Ackermann began publishing annuals in 1822. Although annuals were originally a continental tradition, they capitalised on Britain’s highly
developed art of steel engraving and had a profound effect on book making.
Annuals, argues Simonsen, were ‘highly conscious of their use of word-image
constellations’ and above all targeted female readers:
The annuals were hotbeds for the development of Romantic and
later Victorian ekphrasis and more than the museum and other
exhibitions of original art, they were both cause and effect of the
dramatic upsurge in interest in visual art in the later Romantic
period.26
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Steel engravings could produce high-quality images many times over, making
them superior to copper or other types of engravings where plates wore down
quickly. As Basil Hunnisett and others have documented, literary texts were
among the first to use steel engravings.27 All of these factors can be traced in
Italy’s development, Rogers’s choice of subject matter, the illustrations, bindings
and balance between poetry, informative prose, travelogue and short stories.
It was Italy’s alliance with this ‘fashionable potpourri’ that made it highly
successful.
Both writers and artists profited from the commercial success of the annuals: writers, particularly several woman writers, found a steady income through
writing for the annuals, while illustrators gained patronage and fame.28 However,
many writers, even those who contributed to the annuals, were concerned with
the effect these illustrations had on the quality of literature being produced:
Lamb and Coleridge’s deep scepticism regarding illustration is
typical of High Romanticism’s privileging of the ear over the eye,
the transcendent over the material, the general over the particular,
the mind over the body, the visionary over the visible.29
The underlying fear, and one that was often actualised, was that despite the
appeal of such authors, the illustrations would begin to take precedence over
the literary content. As Erickson points out, the price of the engravings ‘put a
great premium on the pictures and meant that editors solicited poets to write
poems about pictures that were being engraved instead of commissioning engravings to provide illustrations for existing poems’. Eventually the ‘quality of
and the payment for poetry in the Annuals’ began to decline.30 Writers who
wanted illustrations for their own work often had to underwrite the high costs
of production themselves.31 Rogers did, of course, have the means to create the
exact images and text he wanted. Over the course of a decade, he edited both
his text and the work’s illustrations in response to the new publishing market.
His work grew to accommodate more short stories and longer prose sections.
Like the annuals and other gift-books, Italy offers an array of subjects and
genres. Particularly popular were Rogers’s travelogues and his gothic stories.
His readers were simultaneously educated by the author’s own antiquarian
knowledge and thrilled by his recordings of ‘local legends’. Italy became a
stage set and spectacle, both for Rogers’s reader abroad, but also, with the help
of such high-quality and detailed illustrations, for fireside travellers. By using
illustrated annuals as a template, Rogers successfully navigated the complex
demands of the publishing market.
Text and image converge most strikingly in the ongoing theme of captivity. This theme is prevalent in the narrator’s retelling of local legends, in the
witnessing of spectacular Catholic ritual, and in the poet–viewer’s intense
experience of art. Stothard illustrated several of the accompanying vignettes:
the spectacle of the Nun taking her vows is forever frozen for Protestant readers; the illustration of Coll’Alto (Figure 1, overleaf) depicts the falsely accused
Cristina, her eyes heavenwards, in the process of being interred by workmen
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in the wall which would
become her grave; and
the heroine of Ginevra
(Figure 2, overleaf) is in
essence shown twice in
the accompanying engraving which includes both
a copy of the portrait of
a young woman (attributed to Domenichino)
and the trunk which was
to become her tomb. The
engraving helped promote
Domenichino’s reputation, and, along with the
engraving of Raphael’s
Transfiguration (1516–20),
was one way that readers
could personally own a
copy of an Old Master.
Fig. 1. Thomas Stothard, ‘Coll’alto’, in
This miscellany of narraSamuel Rogers, Italy (1830)
tives and subjects was one
way in which Rogers’s text appealed to a variety of readers, and, as such, was an
important tool in creating his own authorial persona. Throughout Italy, the narrator plays a variety of roles: cicerone, antiquarian, historian, picturesque guide
and poet. Rogers’s choice of art is an essential ingredient in his self-marketing.
While the inclusion of Giotto and Cimabue shows an unusually progressive
taste, in his editorial decisions it is clear that Rogers also mirrors popular taste
and audience expectations for art. Through Rogers’s own self-marketing tactics,
Italy subtly reflects two important changes in British art discourse: an increased
interest in Renaissance art, which displaced the importance of the classical,
and the purchasing power of a female audience. These changes can be seen in
Rogers’s treatment of two statues: Michelangelo’s effigy of Lorenzo, Duke of
Urbino, and the Venus de’ Medici.
Florence’s Cappelle Medicee, attached to the Church of San Lorenzo, contain
some of Michelangelo’s most important work: the paired sculptures of Night
and Day, and Dawn and Dusk, which recline respectively on the tombs of Giuliano, Duke of Nemours, and Lorenzo, Duke of Urbino. While these works
tended to be overlooked by Grand Tourists, the intervening war years spurred
an interest in the Medici family and Tuscan history with publications such as
William Roscoe’s The Life of Lorenzo de’ Medici, Called the Magnificent (1796) and
J. C. L. Simonde de Sismondi’s sixteen-volume Histoire des républiques italiennes
au moyen âge (1807–26). Authors especially began to take notice of the statues,
but it was not until Rogers’s Italy that the statues were considered primarily for
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their aesthetic merits.
In the much-celebrated
Corinne, De Staël misrepresents these works
as the tombs of Lorenzo il Magnifico and
his brother Giuliano,
an error which produced much confusion
for several decades.32
Ironically, these more
important Medici are
interred together in
an unfinished tomb
near the entrance.33 Although its depiction of
classical ruins and its
ekphrastic passages on
classical sculpture have
received much scholarly attention, critics
tend to overlook the
ways in which Byron
engages with Italy’s Fig. 2. Thomas Stothard, ‘Ginevr a’, in
Samuel Rogers, Italy (1830)
medieval and Renaissance literature and history in the fourth canto of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage.34
Though most of Byron’s evocation of Florence focuses on the classical statue of
the Venus de’ Medici and the medieval Basilica di Santa Croce, he does briefly
mention the Medici Chapels in San Lorenzo. Importantly, this occurs directly
after his description of Santa Croce (stanzas 54–59), which is both the burial
place of several celebrated figures, including Michelangelo, Alfieri, Galileo and
Machiavelli, and a reminder of those great exiles, Petrarch, Dante and Boccaccio who sleep in ‘immortal exile […] While Florence vainly begs her banish’d
dead and weeps’. Byron recognises Florence both as the place where ‘learning
rose to a new morn’ and as a city which has suffered under and perpetuated
tyranny. He describes the church of San Lorenzo as a ‘pyramid of precious stones’
which ‘encrust the bones of merchant-dukes’ (ll. 532–40), while Hobhouse’s
accompanying note dismisses the Medici chapels as the mere ‘vanity of a race
of despots’.35 Rogers, on the other hand, treats the effigies of the princes as
important art works in their own right, leading the way for later writers such
as Elizabeth Barrett Browning in Casa Guidi Windows (1851) to do the same.
In Italy, Rogers describes the statues as the ghosts of the Medici princes,
cloaked in shadow. He focuses primarily on Lorenzo’s scowl, saying that it is
fascinating yet intolerable. Although disturbing, the narrator quickly moves on
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to the next site, thus containing the dreadful mien in an aesthetically charged
space. Yet, Rogers’s journal shows another side of his experience with the statue.
His entry for 8 November 1814, shows Rogers not as an authority of art but as
its helpless captive:
(I am no longer my own master. I am become the slave of a demon.
I sit gazing, day after day, on that terrible phantom, the Duke Lorenzo in M. Angelo’s Chapel. All my better feelings would lead me
to the Tribune & the lovely forms that inhabit there. I can dwell
with delight on the membra formosa of the Wrestlers, the Fawn
& the Apollo, on the sunshine of Titian & the soul of Raphael;
but the statue loses none of its influence. He sits, a little inclining
from you, his chin resting upon his left hand, his elbows on the
arm of his chair. His look is calm & thoughtful, yet it seems to say
a something that makes you shrink from it, a something beyond
words. Like that of the Basilisk, it fascinates—& is intolerable!
When you shift your place to the left his eye is upon You.)36
This experience of Lorenzo’s marmoreal likeness was jarring for Rogers. The
images and forms Rogers feels he should value over this ‘terrible phantom’ are
paintings by Raphael and Titian, which manifest ideal beauty, and the antique
statues Grand Tourists had most valued for the virtù they promised to inspire.
Yet, when compared with Michelangelo’s sublime creation, both the viewer
and these canonical works are rendered imaginatively powerless. By recording the struggles of several visits, Rogers’s journal tracks the ways in which he
emancipated himself from this terrible demon. In Italy, however, this struggle
is glossed over as he confidently leads his readers through the sites of Florence.
Considering the fifteen years of revision that went into making Italy marketable, the objects Rogers treats lightly or avoids altogether become important
indicators of how he is responding to his audience’s demands. Besides signifying a personal preference, it demonstrates his careful self-marketing and
the changes in collective taste. His treatment of the Venus de’ Medici is one
such incident. The Venus de’ Medici was the single most important statue for
eighteenth-century connoisseurs, and though her popularity began to wane
in the years following Waterloo, she was still much discussed throughout the
nineteenth century. Just a few years before, Byron had devoted five stanzas in
Canto iv of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage to the ‘Goddess [who] loves in stone’.
In contrast, Rogers gives only a few lines to the statue which had so threatened
patrician European masculinity for generations. Indeed, travellers who reached
Italy before this prized statue had been returned from the Musée Napoleon
often went into as much detail describing the empty pedestal as predecessors
had done for the statue itself. Describing the interior of the Tribuna, the much
read John Chetwode Eustace writes:
The most beautiful of these halls, which contained the Venus of
Medicis, may be considered as a temple to that goddess, equal
perhaps in interior beauty to that of Paphos or Cythera: at pres-
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ent this temple is abandoned by its celestial inhabitant, and nearly
stript of all its furniture. It contained the masterpieces of ancient
sculpture and modern painting; when they are to be replaced it is
difficult to determine. This little temple, for so we may call it, is
an octagon of about four-and-twenty feet in diameter, its dome is
adorned with mother of pearl, and its pavement formed of beautiful
marbles. Other apartments are consecrated to the great schools of
painting, and could formerly boast of many of the masterpieces
of each; now their vacant places only are conspicuous; ‘sed præfulgebant eo ipso quod non visebantur’ their absence announced
their value and their celebrity.37
During the wars with France, while Italy had been essentially closed to the
average tourist, Britain imported an unprecedented amount of original Old
Master paintings and authentic classical statues. Viewers were exposed to
original artworks for the first time and the access to original antiquities, most
importantly the Parthenon or Elgin Marbles, eventually led connoisseurs and
middle-class viewers alike to be critical of statues now considered to be mere
copies of antiquities. Furthermore, the growth in opportunities to see Old
Master paintings at home revealed previously overlooked or undervalued works
and artists. Coupled with an interest in modern European languages and other
educational initiatives, this greater exposure to art during the Napoleonic Wars
meant that the traditional itinerary of the Grand Tour quickly deteriorated in
the years following Waterloo. Although Eustace and Byron, who published during and directly after the war with France, could still rely on the Grand Tour’s
classical sites to predominantly frame their travel narratives, Rogers needed
to meet the demands of a middle-class audience interested in the Renaissance,
not classical antiquities.
This change in British taste is seen most dramatically in attitudes to the
Venus de’ Medici, epitomised in Rogers’s short invocation of the statue. Like any
good guide, he invites his readers to visit the Tribuna and worship the marmoreal goddess: ‘In her small temple of rich workmanship, | Venus herself, who,
when she left the skies, | Came hither’ (pp. 298–99). Considering how radically
taste had changed in the decade or so since the publication of Childe Harold,
Rogers’s light treatment of the Venus might have been easily overlooked had
the way in which he had been previously captivated by it not been recorded in
Anna Jameson’s semi-fictional Diary of an Ennuyée (1826). Jameson and Rogers
met during his second trip to Italy and throughout her novel she often relates
their discussions regarding works of art. However, in the following quote, she
recounts witnessing Rogers obsessively watch the Venus. In this way, Rogers
himself becomes a spectacle:
Rogers may be seen every day about eleven or twelve in the Tribune,
seated opposite to the Venus, which appears to be the exclusive
object of his adoration; and gazing, as if he hoped like another
Pygmalion, to animate the statue; or rather perhaps that the
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statue might animate him. A young Englishman of fashion with
as much talent as espiéglerie, placed an epistle in verse between
the fingers of the statue, addressed to Rogers; in which the goddess
entreats him not to come there ogling her every day;—for though
‘partial friends might deem him still alive,’ she knew by his looks
he had come from the other side of the Styx; and retained her
antique abhorrence of the spectral dead, &c. &c. She concluded
by beseeching him, if he could not desist from haunting her with
his ghostly presence, at least to spare her the added misfortune of
being be-rhymed by his muse.
Rogers, with equal good nature and good sense, neither noticed
these lines, nor withdrew his friendship and intimacy from the
writer.38
Here, Jameson plays off the public caricature of Rogers as a reanimated corpse
and imagines that Rogers will still be ogling the statue when her readers arrive
in Florence. At odds with his own treatment of the statue in Italy, this passage reveals Rogers in a typically eighteenth-century, male posture. But it was
precisely this attitude which he sought to avoid in his cursory treatment of the
Venus de’ Medici. The Venus’s sexual potency had been a major component
in virtually all interactions with the statue since the sixteenth century and led
to various textual and practical contortions on the part of the viewer.39 By the
1830s, the importance of Italy’s classical past had been, as Holcomb has argued,
‘redefined’.40 This was in part due to the increased availability of art in Britain,
as I outlined above, but also because of the treatment of art in travel literature
written by women, such as Jameson and Lady Morgan. While earlier in Diary of
an Ennuyée, Jameson had asserted her ability to appreciate the Venus’s aesthetic
qualities, in this lengthier presentation of the statue she playfully uses Rogers to
deflect the need for any serious critique of a statue most often celebrated for its
sexual appeal and particular fleshiness. Jameson points to this sexual element
through Rogers’s extended gaze, even as she distances herself and her readers
from this male discourse. In Italy, Rogers deliberately limits his treatment of
the statue to a few lines, privileging her celestial rather than earthly qualities
and, only by not describing her, is ultimately able to contain her within his
text. Maintaining this virtuous posture made Italy more marketable to his
target—that is, female—audience.
Rogers offers a poignant case study for the developments in visual–poetic
culture in post-Waterloo Britain. The myth of Italy and the desire to display
one’s cultural capital fuelled developments in prints and illustrations. The
carefully crafted figure of Rogers, his credentials as a connoisseur, and the
success of the illustrated Italy, chronicle changes in the relationship between
the visual and verbal arts. Like William Roscoe, Rogers, as a self-made man
and connoisseur, became a template for his middle-class readers, a status he
actively sought to maintain and capitalise on throughout Italy by controlling
his emotional reaction to statues such as the effigy of Lorenzo and the Venus de’
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Medici. By owning Rogers’s work, his reader became more educated, had the
opportunity to possess copies of important Old Master works, imaginatively
travelled throughout Italy and gained an important marker of social currency.
Drawing on the fashion for illustrated gift-books, Rogers recreated his text to
appeal to a wide, predominantly female, audience.
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